
Fig. 3 — Cross-sections through advanced 
composite detectors. a, left) CLUSTER with 
seven tapered, vacuum canned Ge detector 
crystals and a common BGO suppression 
shield. b, right) Stacked configuration.

move between sites offering complemen
tary beams and facilities so that different 
experiments could be set up.
Composite Detectors 

The most important parameter of a 
γ-ray detection system is the total photo
peak detection efficiency PT which must 
be maximized at the same time as the 
energy resolution and detector response. 
The inherent energy resolution of a Ge 
detector can only be approached if the 
Doppler shift is minimized by having a 
small solid angle for each detector [i.e. a 
high granularity), a quality which is also 
needed to reduce multiple hits in events of

large multiplicity M arising in studies of 
superdeformed nuclei. To maximize PT, 
the total solid angle ω of the Ge detectors 
should approach 4π and each Ge detector 
must have the largest possible photopeak 
efficiency P1. To avoid pile-up effects due 
to high γ multiplicity, a rule of thumb is 
that the optimum number of detector 
modules made from large Ge crystals 
should be about 2M.

The ideal Ge detector has been calcu
lated to have a 10 times larger volume 
than is currently available. A way to ap
proach this is to pack several detectors to 
form a composite (Fig. 3), the basic idea 
being to increase P1 by summing signals 
from neighbouring Ge crystals. Instead of 
the classical coaxial Ge detector module 
for nuclear structure studies comprising a 
large Ge crystal surrounded by a BGO 
scintillator shield (Fig. 2), the Phase 2 up
grade of EUROGAM as well as an eventual 
EUROBALL project will therefore exploit 
composite detector modules.

Of the various composite detectors (e.g. 
clover, stacked, cluster, etc. — Fig. 3), a 
clover prototype is at the most advanced 
stage of development. Meanwhile, a Ger
man team is developing a CLUSTER mo
dule consisting of seven, vacuum canned, 
hexagonal, tapered Ge detectors sur
rounded by a common BGO suppression 
shield. It has the same energy and time 
resolution as the classical coaxial and 
EUROGAM Phase 1 clover modules, but 
the increase in ω would result in an ap
proximately two-fold increase in P1 for 
CLUSTER relative to the clover module.

Replacing the Phase 1 Ge detectors 
with CLUSTER detectors in the standar
dized EUROGAM detector configuration 
with its close to 70 detector modules is 
estimated to raise PT, the total photopeak

efficiency for the array, to = 17% (for a 
γ-ray energy of 1 MeV with M = 30) from 
0.65, 5.2 and 9.8% for the present gene
ration, EUROGAM Phase 1 and EURO
GAM Phase 2 arrays, respectively. The 
actual performance improvement would 
be even larger as it scales as Pn.

The EUROBALL Working Committee 
has proposed a first step involving a 1 π 
solid angle using 15 CLUSTER detectors 
at backward scattering angles (EURO
CLUSTER) for work with relativistic heavy 
ions. This arrangement would give PT ~ 
6% for events of small multiplicity but 
with a much higher granularity than is 
needed in superdeformed nucleus studies 
to handle the large recoil velocities. An 
alternative that is being explored is to take 
the German-developed cluster detectors 
to EUROGAM at Strasbourg.

A next step could then be to fill the 
remaining faces with the best of Europe's 
available detectors, which could come 
from any of the present generation of 
spectrometers (EUROGAM; GASP — a 
45 detector array with PT ~ 4% under 
construction at INFN, Legnaro, Italy for 
superdeformed nucleus studies; and 
DECA — a 10 detector array with PT ~ 
2% under construction at GSI Darmstadt, 
Germany for high recoil velocity expe
riments). The outcome would be a 4π 
spectrometer with a significantly better 
performance (PT = 12% at M = 30 for 
a 1 MeV γ-ray energy) than the Ameri
can GAMMASPHERE (PT ~ 10.5%), fun
ding for which was approved last Septem
ber. By allowing the measurement of high- 
energy γ-rays (PT at 12 MeV would be 
roughly the same as today's efficiency for 
1 MeV), the aim would be to extend γ-ray 
spectroscopy to the light nuclei where 
full-shell calculations are possible.

Aligning Science and Religion
Professor Sir Neville Mott, an Honourary 

Member of EPS, is well known as an outstanding British, European and international 
solid state physicist, as a Nobel Laureate and beyond this as a remarkable person 
with authority in the fields of education, 
weapons control and several other aspects 
of public life. He has presented the religious 
quintessence of "a life in science" in a book by the same title [Mott N., A Life of Science 
(Taylor & Francis, London) 1986] which is 
highly relevant to other scientists in this 
century.

"Not brought up in any religious faith" 
and involved in a brilliant career in science, 
he "had little interest in religion until the 
age of about 50" when he was invited in 
1957 to give a lecture in the Cambridge Uni
versity church on "Religion and the Scien
tist". He prepared it so carefully and convin
cingly, that he was to concern himself more 
and more with the topic in lectures, study groups and publications. He now plays "a 
considerable part in the life of the local church", accepted as a critical believer in 
the village to which he retired.

His latest book "Why Scientists Belie
ve ?"  [Ed. : Mott N., (James & James, London) 1990] arose from a friend's casual 
request that developed into a series of invi
ted essays by colleagues and other leading 
scientists. The book has generated conside
rable interest throughout Europe, including 
public debates and the possibility of a trans
lation to German. He himself wrote on 
miracles, which he calls "part of the culture 
of the 1st century", as they represent his 
own personal "stumbling block". Professor 
Siegfried Methfessel from Bochum, Germa
ny, a friend and himself an eminent physicist, summarizes the book's main themes. Sir Neville Mott

Can Scientists Believe ?
The western world entered the 20th 

century with the proud faith that science 
has an unlimited capability to reduce 
everything, even religion, to chemistry, 
physics and, finally, to the motions of 
atoms and electrons, which can, in prin
ciple, be controlled through, and predicted

by, mathematical equations. At best, a 
few as yet unexplained areas, rapidly de
creasing in number, were reserved for a 
"God of the Gap" [1, 8]. Now, towards the 
end of this century, we have learned pain
fully that science and rational arguments 
are not remedies for everything; that the
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indiscriminate application of science and 
technology may even threaten the very 
existence of the world.

It is hoped that in the next century, 
the new, critical, self-understanding of 
authentic physics and Christian theology 
may provide a solid ground for lively inter
actions between them without the com
plicated philosophical sophistication and 
clerical intolerance of the past. For "only 
through a judicious mixture of childlike 
belief and hard-headed scepticism can we 
mortals attain the beginnings of maturity" 
[15]. "It implies a shift from faith in techni
cal solutions... to a moral and indeed spiri
tual approach" [3]. For "science, properly 
interpreted, provides no basis for morals 
and ethics itself. Science is by its very 
nature amoral : it is the people who do and 
use science who must from other resour
ces provide the values and standards 
against which morality and ethics are to 
be judged" [8].

The relation between science and reli
gion seems to be an important topical 
problem for the West's technologically- 
based societies with their mainly Christian 
tradition. The usual discussions of the 
issues adopt a philosophical attitude 
which is proud of its impersonal objecti
vity, even though true religiosity is said to 
be a very personal and subjective matter. 
The book "Can Scientists Believe ?”, on 
the other hand, presents a colourful and 
informative combination of authentic 
science and personal experiences, opi
nions and confessions about religion.

Initiated and edited by Sir Neville Mott, 
the book is not a statistical survey of 
the average religiosity of physicists, but 
assembles contributions by people who 
have already written about science and 
religion and from others, usually personal 
friends, for whom this is a new expe
rience. The 15 contributors, men and 
women, young and old, represent a wide 
spectrum of scientific and religious tradi
tions, from an Archbishop with scientific 
understanding and experience as a univer
sity teacher to a Soviet physicist who 
quotes a 10 year old boy : "There is a God, 
but I do not believe him". Many are well- 
known as outstanding scientists in their 
respective fields, and are also actively 
involved in their religious congregations, 
arriving at this by different experiences or 
arguments.

The very clear and sometimes brilliant 
essays offer a wealth of facts, confes
sions, concepts and ideas for reflecting 
upon as they cannot be grasped satisfac
torily by the sketchy and subjective review 
of selected themes which follows. One 
has to enjoy by oneself this charming and 
stimulating book by starting to read leisu
rely from some point and continuing 
elsewhere, to find resonances with own 
ideas, as the quite unusual points of view 
are not in an ordered textbook style but 
in the rather chaotic multiplicity which 
usually goes with creativity.

No Conflict
None of the authors seem to have diffi

culty In accepting literally the teachings 
and dogmas of their religion. They find 
"no problem in being a religious person 
and a scientist: science and religion are 
totally different ways of viewing reality 
and are not in conflict" [11]. "To be com
plete, every natural event must be inter
preted within a supernatural context as 
well as a natural one" [8]. Just as music 
depends on applied acoustic but com
prises much more, and the aesthetics of a 
painting is more than all the chemistry of 
paints [7].

Conflicts cannot be avoided when 
scientists try to preach philosophy, morals 
and other "scientism", while the orga
nized churches insist on "dogmatism" 
about natural events without spiritual rele
vance. "Today we can scarcely under
stand this any longer, because our under
standing of both physics and theology has 
changed" [8]. Neither can claim to have 
divine wisdom and omniscience. Both are 
only projections of a confusingly complex 
world onto two independent frames of 
reference, which are preset and limited by 
the anatomy of the human brain. The 
absolute truth cannot be found within one 
system, but lies somewhere in between.

Physicists are quite aware that many 
natural events [e.g. the behavior of very 
small particles or light waves) can only be 
satisfactorily described in terms of two 
non-overlapping theoretical models : they 
do not become schizophrenic or have 
sleepless nights about the natures of 
electrons and photons [15].

The self-consistent models of physics 
derive their strength and practical useful
ness from being strictly confined to repro
ducible "natural" events, which can be 
related by deterministic conclusions or 
mathematical formula to other facts that 
have already been proved by many critical 
experiments carried out under controlled 
conditions. All human aspects are purpo
sely excluded so physics is, and must be, 
amoral. Religion, however, has the compli
mentary task to be concerned about the 
consciousness of human beings, their 
social behaviour, moral and ethical pro
blems and all other supernaturals that 
cannot be investigated by reproducible 
experiments or mathematical logic.

Metaphysics and natural philosophy 
take a third approach with the ambitious 
goal to unify the two extreme positions of 
science and theology by pure reasoning 
into one great universal model of the 
world. This extensive and nearly hopeless 
effort is not discussed in the book.
Two Hats

The dualism of spirit and matter, soul 
and body, faith and reason or God and the 
world appears in one form or another in 
nearly all religions and in the western 
philosophies. They seem to be deeply en
graved in the anatomy of the human brain : 
two separate hemispheres of quite diffe

rent talents, loosely connected only by the 
fibrous cable of the corpus callosum. For 
psychoanalytic purposes, C.G. Jung rela
ted religion, faith, emotion, poetry tentati
vely to the right, but science, fact, reason, 
prose to the left hemisphere [14].

Sir John Eccles, Nobel Laureate and 
famous authority on the human brain, 
impressively and comprehensively traces 
"The Mystery of Being Human" to the 
very complex neurophysical structure of 
the brain [6]. One learns that thinking 
does not work like a computer, but excites 
large patches in a rather holographic man
ner. The cooperative units of the biological 
"hardware" he defines as "dendrons"; 
the accompanying "software", the thin
king process, the consciousness, "the 
soul in religious terms" lies outside the 
scientific understanding. However, it is 
not simply a by-product of the brain's che
mistry, as argued by materialists, for expe
riments using radioactive tracers de
monstrate that purely abstract thinking 
can activate and control the functions of 
the dendrons.

The interface between the brain and the 
mind can be described by the interplay 
between dendrons and "psychons" (or 
mental units). Since this interaction works 
with molecular displacements in the limits 
of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, it is 
exempt from determinism and may be res
ponsive to supernatural influences, such 
as free will. A further speculation sug
gests "that at the highest levels of the 
mental world there may be only psychons 
organized in some great psychic entity 
that is the self or the soul", that "could 
survive the death of the brain and carry its 
psychic memories".

The dual structure of the human brain, 
mind and personality does not only im
pose on us, as individuals, the fate that we 
always "must wear two hats, the scien
tific and the religious or numinous", but 
also splits our cultural world into the 
scientific and the religious approach, 
which can never "be brought together 
into one comprehensive view of the 
world" [1].
Parallel Roads in Three Worlds

"The three-world philosophy of Popper 
encompasses everything in existence and 
in experience. World 1 is the matter-ener
gy world, World 2 is the world of all cons
cious experiences, and World 3 is the 
whole world of human creativity, the 
world of culture. These three worlds are 
non-overlapping, but intimately related" 
[6]. Their interaction is the motor of all 
personal, social and cultural development. 
Therefore, it is a too simple and sterile 
"cliche that science is all fact and reason 
and religion is all irrational faith". " Belief 
has an intensive rooting in reason, while 
science involves acts of faith at various 
levels, and may, though this is more con
troversial, bring to those who practice it, 
whether believers or not, experiences that 
are inherently religious" [15, 13].
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At least historically, the development of 
science and religion follow parallel roads 
[2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 15]. At the beginning are 
always unexpected observations, new 
ideas or revelations, which occur in World 
2, i.e., in the creative mind of a person. 
They are then communicated and crucial
ly tested for conformity and usefulness 
throughout contemporary society. Finally, 
and sometimes much later, they become 
established by proof or habit in the cultural 
World 3 as natural laws, religious dogma, 
ethical or aesthetic rules. From there, they 
set the standards, control the behaviour, 
direct the further development and hold 
together the community of believers so 
"the God we believe in is of supreme 
importance" [3].

Demythologizing
"We may legitimately, and necessarily 

must, concern ourself with the question 
who is (or was) responsible for the formu
lation of Christian doctrine? In which 
social circumstances did it arise? What 
and whose interests does it serve?" [3]. 
However, this demythologizing of the New 
Testament meets the objection that, as a 
purely philosophical exercise, it may be 
"helpful as it is to the gifted few whose 
minds move easily in abstract realms, it 
cannot be a general answer" to the multi
valent moral situations of daily life [15]. 
The biblical parables and symbolic 
teachings, which condense into didactic 
snapshots a wealth of timeless truths and 
moral guidelines, may represent more 
practical and handier tools for making fast 
decisions in ambivalent situations [15].

Corresponding to the demythologiza
tion of Christian religion is the "de-sacrali- 
sation" [3] of modern science which, in 
recognizing science's limitations, resists 
the old urge to apply deterministic expla
nations to everything within reach ("The 
world of nature is full of uncertainties" [4, 
7, 10]). Thus, the deterministic laws of 
physics are based on statistical probabili
ties averaged over a huge number of acci
dental events at the atomic level. Acciden
tal mutations (events which cannot be 
described or predicted by purely determi
nistic formulae) are also an important 
ingredient for the evolution of living and 
social systems: in Heisenberg's formula
tion of quantum theory, the energy of an 
atomic process is by principle uncertain 
and can only be defined within a strictly 
limited accuracy.

These aspects of uncertainty in modern 
physics may be interpreted as science 
having now progressed to the borders bet
ween the natural and supernatural world. 
"In general, this means that we (or God !) 
can actually use randomness at one level 
to produce the regularities required to ex
press purpose at a higher level of aggrega
tion". This "God of Chance" has the ad
vantage of influencing the natural world 
with more delicacy than the "providential 
acts of the direct and crude kind which so

often figure in popular piety" [4]. But it 
also has the shortcoming of providing 
plausibility for religious beliefs rather than 
clear and simple moral guidance.

Miracles
Miracles which are thought to contra

dict all known natural laws are a central 
controversy between religion and physics. 
Mott's "Christianity without Miracles" [1] 
accepts as the only "real miracle" the 
human consciousness, which "neither 
physical science nor psychology can ever 
explain". From there "the miracle of God's 
action must be found". The belief in an 
unknowable, incomprehensible "God who 
is outside us has become necessary" be
cause without this "life can seem a tale 
told by an idiot". "All individuals should be 
free to believe only those doctrines which 
help them in their approach to God."

Religious doctrines, which do not 
comply with physical laws, are highly res
pected by Mott as distillations of the wis
dom of our ancestors about human and 
moral situations which evade scientific 
models. They must therefore be taken 
figuratively, not literally. Their "relative 
truth" changes its meaning from person 
to person, from country to country, in 
contrast to the "absolute truth" of physi
cal laws, which is obligatory for scientists.

However, one must not forget that reli
gious miracles are noteworthy not so 
much by their incomprehensibility to com- 
monsense, but by their religious and psy
chic significance to individual persons. 
This supernatural dimension excludes 
them from scientific analysis even more 
than their uniqueness and irreproducibi- 
lity. "If the miraculous event inspired 
good, moral behaviour then it simply does 
not matter whether or not it could be ex
plained by the laws of nature or not" [13]. 
Questions about their when, why and 
how are not scientific, but exclusively 
theological and philosophical problems.

Modem miracles
Modern Irreversible thermodynamics 

has formulated a beautiful deterministic 
model of chaos in large systems control
led by many interacting parameters. It pre
dicts unpredictable behavior because "in
significant accidental happenings can 
trigger events which may alter the course 
of history" [4] without any observable 
violation of deterministic laws between 
the many individual events chained to
gether by the variable, but interacting, 
parameters [10, 14].

A religious person needing intellectual 
comfort may see here the point where 
miracles and the response to prayers set 
their levers on the real World 1, without 
any visible violation of determinism in the 
individual steps, simply by shifting a little 
the parameters controlling their interplay 
between the steps. But it is, of course, im
possible, to derive from this any scientific 
proof or theory about religious miracles.

The extremely cold and unforeseen winter 
of 1941 in Russia, which was the turning- 
point of the 2nd World War, is given as an 
example of a "chaotic" miracles [10,12]. 
"In fact Judaism in the post-biblical era 
countenances prayer only for objectives 
which can be achieved in a natural con
text", though without previous scientific 
consultation [10].

If miracles are not forbidden by modern 
science then "Why not more miracles ? " 
[1], especially when they are more urgent
ly needed in cases of evil and disaster than 
simply to provide wine at a badly organi
zed wedding party in Cana ? If evolution by 
chance and selection is accepted as a 
creative tool of the "God of Chance", then 
evil and suffering may be necessary con
comitants of the creation of free beings 
capable of loving relationship with the 
creator" [4]. "The answer may lie in the 
belief that bodily pain does not lead to suf
fering of the soul" [12], i.e. true suffering.

After reading the book one feels that 
the "attitude of scientists to religion" 
seems to be influenced more by their edu
cation, and by the social and cultural envi
ronments, than by any impetus coming 
from scientific understanding. As Sir 
Neville Mott says: "I believe in God, then, 
because I wish to do so — to give mean
ing to human life".
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